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Year 7

Revision topics and tasks
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Year 7 Science

Knowledge/Skills to be covered in the test:

Q l Skills

The stages involved in scientific Graph drawing skills.
investigations. Identifying outliers/anomalous results.
The three types of variable (dependent, i Drawing Iines of best fit.
independent and control). i Interpreting data.
The properties of the three states of
matter.

Changing state.
Separation techniques (filtration,
evaporation, distillation and
chromatography).
Solubility terminology.
Factors that can affect dissolving.
Human reproduction.
Female reproductive system.
Reactions of metals with acids.

Using word equations.

l

Revision strategies to use at home:

Complete your daily goals on Tassomai.

www.tassomai.com

Visit the BBC Bitesize website. The weblinks are listed below.

Biology Link = https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/subjects/z4882hv

Chemistry Link = https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/subjects/znxtyrd

Physics Link = https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/subjects/zh2xsbk

Create quiz cards and get your family and friends to quiz you.

Create revision posters and place them around the house as reminders.

Ask your science teachers to explain any topics that you don't fully understand.

l



Year 7 French

Knowledge to be covered in the test:

Introducing yourself (name, age, birthday)
Alphabet
Greetings
How people are feeling (qa va)
Numbers 1-31

Articles (un, une, Ie, Ia, Ies, des)
Animals

Colours

Family members
Avoir (to have)
Etre (to be)
Personality adjectives
Negatives
Connectives

Free time infinitives (activities)
Adjectives to describe free time activities

Skills to be tested:

Reading, Listening and Translation.

Revision strategies to use at home: l

Vocabulary learning is time consuming and requires regular repetition in small chunks. All vocabulary
is Iisted on the knowledge organisers which are stuck into exercise books and which are also located in
your home learning documents.
In order to Iearn vocabulary thoroughly, you should also complete written and verbal revision yourself:

Look, cover, write, check
Flashcards

Mindmaps
Revision clocks

Concertinas

Create your own quiz
Have someone test you out loud
Practise repeating the vocabulary

Once you are more familiar with the vocab, then you can use the games on Quizlet and Linguascope
for extra practice.
We recommend that you spend approximately 10-15 minutes a day OR 30 mills three times a
week focussing on vocabulary revision. Once you have done a particular set of words, practise
something else the next time and then revisit it at a Iater date.

Linguascope.com
Username: bcamfl

Password: languages
There are a range of activities on both the elementary and beginner areas.

Quizlet.com - no username and password needed, although will track your scores if you sign up for a
free account. Search for your teacher's name and /or the topic eg Miss Serrano - Animals.



Year 7 - Mathematics

Knowledge/Skills to be covered in the test:

Rounding

Number problems

Sequences
Reflection

Number line with fractions

Money
Place value

Properties of quadrilaterals

Probability

Factors and multiples

Fractions & percentages of amounts
Substitution

Angles in triangles and quadrilaterals

Averages
Indices

Revision strategies to use at home:

MathsWatch revision tasks will be set up in the lead up to assessment weeks
for students to complete tasks online

Paper version of all worksheets will be available

Students are expected to use the online 'videos' on MathsWatch to assist
them with the answering of questions

www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize is a useful website for providing students with
explanations and questions of the topics outlined above.
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,)!' Year 7 (History)

Knowledge/Skills to be covered in the test:

Knowledge
* Knowledge of key historical terms ( e.g - what is a source and anachronism?)
* Key figures and dates from the battles of 1066.

The Norman Conquest (Feudal System/Domesday Book/Harrying of the
North)
Religion in Medieval England
Henry II/Thomas Becket

*

*

*

Skills

*

*

*

Knowledge recall - multiple choice questions
Inference from a source

Extended writing - Pupils must be able to EXPLAIN their points.

Revision strategies to use at home:

Use KOs to look up key terms and definitions
Use revision booklets - see Miss Jolley for spares.

*

*
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Year 7 Religious Studies

Knowledge/Skills to be covered in the test:
Knowledge:

How do we talk about RS?

o Definitions and examples: Facts/opinion/beliefs,
atheism/theism/agnosticism

*

* The Island - experiential RE
o Commitment ceremonies - Confirmation

o Religious dress - kippah, Tallitt, 5Ks
o Celebrating a birth - baptism and Brit Milah ceremonies
o Coping in difficult times - prayer (the Lord's Prayer) and meditation

Skills:

Define/state/outline - write a simple sentence to answer the question with relevant
knowledge

Explain - say what a belief, practice or teaching is and why it is important

During the confirmation ceremony. aaa This is important to Christians because...
The Brit Milah ceremony is where.... It is important for Jewish families to continue
this tradition because....

Evaluate - give 2 sides of the argument or debate about an issue and say which
one is the strongest argument (come to a justified conclusion)

Some people/Christians would argue/suggest. aaa They might believe this because....

Other people/Christians would argue/suggest. ... They might believe this because....

The strongest argument is ... / think this because...

Revision strategies to use at home:
Use your book, knowledge organisers or revision notes/tasks from your
teacher to:

o Create revision cards or mind maps of the key points
o Create mnemonics (memory aids) to help you to remember key ideas

(such as Never Eat Shredded Wheat, which helps us to remember
compass points)
Make up Iittle songs or raps to remember - we remember a song much
easier than a piece of written or spoke text
Ask someone at home at home to test you
Try to make links between what you are trying to learn and something
you already know. Our brains like patterns and
familiarity so it's easier to remember this way.

Use the following resources to embed your understanding
o https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/subjects/zh3rkqt
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There are Iots of resources available online and Mrs Tickle is always
in HU3 if you need further guidance or materials. Happy revising! @
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Year 7 English

Knowledge/Skills to be covered in the test:

Key vocabulary for students to learn:

l
l

l

Students will sit an English test that includes 3 sections:

1 . Comprehension - they will read a non-fiction text and answer a series of
questions

2. Spelling, punctuation and grammar
3. Non-fiction writing.

KEY VOCABULARY Meaning ln as sentence Synonyms
Situation

Queue

Peaceful

Reinforce

Cement

Determine

Enhanced

Confidential

Inactive

Ridicule

Sustainable

Dynamic



%
Year 7 English

Key knowledge
Adjective: a word naming an attribute of a noun, such as sweet, red, or technical.
Adverb: a word or phrase that modifies or qualifies an adjective, verb, or other adverb or a
word group, expressing a relation of place, time, circumstance, manner, cause, degree such
as gently, quite, then, there, suddenly.
Abstract noun: a noun denoting an idea, quality, or state rather than a concrete object,
e,g. truth, danger, happiness.
Pronoun: a word that can function as a noun phrase used by itself and that refers either to
the participants in the discourse (e.g. 4 you ) or to someone or something mentioned
elsewhere in the discourse (e.g. she, it, this ).
Exposition: the start of a text
Conjunction: a word used to connect clauses or sentences or to coordinate words in the
same clause (e.g. am, but, if),
Preposition: a word governing, and usually preceding, a noun or pronoun and expressing a
relation to another word or element in the clause, as in 'the man on the platform', 'she
arrived afferdinner', 'what did you do it for ?'.
Mptaphor: figure of speech in which a word or phrase is applied to an object or action to
which it is not literally applicable.
Simile: a figure of speech involving the comparison of one thing with another thing of a
different kind, used to make a description more emphatic or vivid (e,g. as brave as a lion ).
Personification: the attribution of a personal nature or human characteristics to something
non-human: 'the wind howled'

Revision strategies to use at home:

* Read regularly and complete comprehension questions

* Self-quiz using vocabulary from the knowledge organiser

* Use Seneca online to practice comprehension skills.

* Focus on the essential technical knowledge from their Knowledge Organisers
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Year 7 Geography DP2

Knowledge/Skills to be covered in the test:

l

?B
l

Revision strategies to use at home:

Paper version of knowledge organisers are useful for guidance.
Testing. Reguiar testing of knowledge is what helps knowledge stick. Use the
knowledge organiser and ask questions such as:

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

What is the definition of
What does mean.

What Iinks and

What is a cause of

What is an impact of
What is a human/physical feature of
What is a social/economic/environmental impact of

www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize is a useful website for providing students with
explanations and questions of the topics outlined above.
https://world-geography-games.com/ is useful for help with maps and location.

Key Concepts.

Urbanisation
' The majority of the people in the world Iive'in towns-and cities-. Urban areas-'grow quickly
, in LJCs as people move from the countryside for viork, healthcare or education. In HICs it
is slow as it has already happened.  

Tectonics
The Earth's crust: is 6roken up into tecton!6 plates. Ttieise plates move due 'to the - -
movement of the mantle Iayer below the surface. When they move they push, crash and
scrape past each other causing tectonic hazards such as earthq4akes and volcanoes.

Development
Development means how good a country is at providing health, wealth and education to
the people who Iive there. Advanced Countries such as the UK have good health, wealth
and education. Less Independently Developed Countries struggle to provide these
SerViCeS.

Resources
' The Earth provides 'us wiFh nat-ural resources-which we need to survive; food, water and

enerrgy. Many of these resources are under pressure from increased population. We need
to sustainably manage these resources so that they are available in the future.

Rivers
 Water that falls onto-the ground ends up in rivers and it makes its journey to the sea.

Rivers are used by humans for transport, food and Ieisure. They can create features on
the land and sometimes need managing to prevent flooding.

Ecosystems

These can be small Iike a pond or larr;)e Iike the Amazon Rainforest. They are all made up
of Iiving and non-Iiving things. Where they are found depends on the climate of the region
and the availability of water and sunlight. As climate changes so do the ecosystems, often
for the worse.

Coasts
i Coasts are where the sea meets the Iand. They are constantly changing due to many

forces and processes such as erosion. Humans use coasts for a variety of activities,
i because of this they try to protect much of the coast so it can be used in the future.

Climate

Change

The world's climate', the expected weather, is changing. This happens naturally but is
being made much vvorse by human behaviour such as burning fossil fuels. This is resulting
in warmer temperatures, rising sea Ievels and more extreme weather such as droughts.

- - KeySkifli. - -. l 
Location Where in the world is India? Who are its neighbours? What are the physical/human

features of India?
Map
Symbols

- How ca'n we read a map? What symbols iepreseRt physical/human fea'iures?' How can 'we
tell height on a map?

Bar Charts When to use bar charts. What ao population p'yramicl's show us? What does a climate -
' graph show us? - - -

Description Describe the features of India. Describe how humans Iive in India. Describe the problems
in India.

Judgements Drawing conclusions about the most important/significant/worst cause or effect. Making a
decision based on a number of factors.


